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#202 Giraffes in a Row - Holley Purcell

Come Start Your Own Happy  "Giraffes in a Row"  Quilt or perhaps 
finish a table runner with one Giraffe.  Pick your colors/fabrics and 
come sew up your own row of Giraffes, using STOP:  Stitch, Trim, 
Open & Press.  It's a very simple technique which you can apply to 
any of the Sew Fresh Quilts. Pattern Fee is expected to be $10.00.  
There will be prep work prior to the class in order to participate.This is 
a fun quilt which makes a cheery lap quilt or wall hanging.  
Personally, I like to add a border but that's up to you.  Doing the small 
giraffe with a border would give you a 14" x 30" (approx) table runner. 
You can do either the 4 or 6 Giraffe version.  Quilt finishes at 39" x 
39" or 57" x 57".  Again, I like to add a border....

#201 Bodacious Big Thread Applique, Quilting 
& More - Susan Cleveland

Learn to stitch with heavy decorative threads 
through the machine’s needle for appliqueing and 
quilting, to stuff applique, make prairie points with 
stitching and embellishments, use freezer paper 
for quilting designs and for designing an 
interestingly-shaped quilt…while creating a 
precious little piece. Your choice of three patterns.

#203 Clam Up Bag - N. Jane Hunt

Zippered pouches are perfect for storing and 
carrying makeup, sewing supplies, tech gear, 
and more.  You may quilt the fabric or leave it 
unquilted and add optional iron-on vinyl laminate 
to the interior.  Double-slide zippers and handy 
grab tabs make the bag easy to open wide; 
attached side panels prevent contents from 
falling out. An optional strap with swivel hook 
may be added.

#204 Totally Trending Tote II - Shirley Ruchti

Make this custom tote using your favorite fabrics and 
colors.  Pick a size, choose a handle length (short 
for hand-carrying or long for over-the-shoulder) then 
decide whether you want the security of a zipper 
closure or an open top. Each tote has two outer slip 
pockets, in lieu of interior pockets. These totes are 
perfect for shopping or carrying projects.  


